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• Understanding how flexible and inclusive job design can 

minimise unconscious bias
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• The FAIR Project with ScotRail – outcomes and learnings

• Q & A 

• Actions to take away
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Flexible & Inclusive Job Design - Top Tips

Design inclusive requirements, minimise essential criteria1

2 Connect inclusive requirements to inclusive assessment

3 Determine flexible working patterns that work for the role

4 Use inclusive & gender friendly communications

5 Standardise. Connect. Train. Support. 



The FAIR Project

Lucy Carter – Brightworks & 
Neil Archibald - ScotRail



The FAIR Project

1. Effective voice

2. Opportunity

3. Security

4. Fulfilment

5. Respect

• To reduce employment inequalities, 
discrimination and barriers

• Draw from the broadest possible talent pool

• Talented employees are open to new 
experiences and ideas

Workplace 

Equality 

Fund

• Improve employment opportunities and 
progression – and how this can be embedded

• Knowledge, skills, policies and practices are 
improved

• More inclusive working environment is created

Fair and Inclusive Recruitment 



Aims to address:

• The market deficit of flexible hiring in Scotland by making jobs more 
flexible and unlocking opportunities for those women and older workers 
for whom full time isn’t an option 

• Bias and inequalities in current recruitment and job design practices that 
lead to the exclusion of certain groups and reduce access to fair work

• How new practices can be embedded and scaled in business-as-usual 
activities going forward

Objective: Open up employment opportunities to groups currently locked out of the 
employment market by removing barriers in the recruitment process and embedding 

flexible and inclusive job design

The FAIR Project
Fair and Inclusive Recruitment 



January – February 2019

Testing the Role Mapper platform 

• Recruitment 
process review with 
a D&I lens 

• Recruitment & 
demographic D&I 
data analytics

• Review of Role 
Mapper job design 
platform

December – January 2019

Recruitment Process 
Review 

February - March 2019

• Identifying roles to 
select for pilot  

• Reviewing flexible 
working patterns 
that work for roles  

• Reviewing 
inclusivity of role 
requirements

• Create new flexible 
job designs

Flexible & 
Inclusive Job 
Assessment

March - June 2019

• Adjust recruitment 
process for pilot 

• Create new ‘flexible 
and inclusive’ job 
adverts

• Run training for 
managers in pilot 

• Recruitment 
campaign to target 
candidate pools

Recruitment 
Pilot

• Increase in diversity 
of hires (support 
gender pay gap) 

• Increased access to 
talent for hard-to-fill 
roles 

• Piloting a new job 
design and 
recruitment  
approach 

Target 
Outcomes

The FAIR Project
Fair and Inclusive Recruitment 



The Role Mapper

A cloud-based job design tool 

Design, connect and scale 
consistent inclusive and flexible 
jobs and recruitment process 
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80% + 125%+ 10 x 30% 
Quality of hire Female Applications Faster Processing Less Resource

Role Mapper Process Role Mapper Platform 

The Role Mapper



The Role Mapper
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Standardised Process



Inclusive Requirements

• Bias Flags
• Inclusion 

prompts

3

Challenging & 
Reducing 
Essential Criteria



Nature of the Job Assessment

Location dependency

Availability and 
responsiveness

Capability & expertise 

Workflow variation 



Flexible Working Algorithm



Job Description

Best Practice, 
Customisable Template

Automatically Pulls 
Through Copy 

Only Essential Criteria

Summary Flexible 
Working Options 



Job Advert

Best Practice, 
Customisable Template

Only Essential Criteria

Summary Flexible 
Working Options 

Inclusive Copy Writing 
Guidance & Tutorials



Assessment Template

Best Practice, 
Customisable Template

Only Essential Criteria

Upload Question Bank



Guidelines, Tutorials, Webinars
The importance of Job 

Descriptions in driving Diversity 

& Inclusion  

Understanding and managing 

biases in the JD creation and 

Assessment 

process 

The business case for 

designing Flexible Working 

into Job  Descriptions 

and how

to do it The business case for 

designing inclusive role 

requirements and  

how to do it

How to design compelling and 

inclusive job advertisements 

How to ensure an inclusive 

and bias-free selection and  

assessment process 

Pop up guidelines

Webinar Series

Integrated Tutorials



Piloting a new approach to Job Design: 

Flexible & inclusive job design approach

Segments of Work:  
Responsibilities, 

Activities & 
Outcomes

We review: 
• What you need to do in 

the job
• What you need to deliver  

in the job 
• How the job breaks down 

into “segments of work”  
and key outcomes 

• What the USPs are for the 
role  to feed into the 
advert creation

Inclusive 
Requirements & 

Assessment 
Criteria

We review: 
• Skills, capabilities and 

experience needed to be 
successful in the job 

• The essential criteria and 
challenge the  “norms” 
about what talent looks 
like or where it could 
come from

Nature of the Job 
Assessment & 

Flexible Working 
Patterns

We review: 
• The nature of the job 

(location, work-flow, 
availability,  
responsiveness, control)

• Where, when and how the 
job needs to be 
undertaken

• The flexible working 
options that will work for 
the job 

Creation of 
Inclusive Job & 

Recruitment 
Documentation

We create:
• Job design detail 
• Flexible working patterns
• Job description
• Job advert (copy written 

using inclusive language) 
• Application form 
• Interview assessment 

template
• A list of operational 

considerations

Process Outputs

Operational Considerations



Criteria for Selecting Roles

• Low take up of part-time 

working / demand for part-time 

working

• Reasonable recruitment 

activity within time period (c 30 

roles) 

• Positive impact on 

employee/candidate 

population 

• Conductor, Ticket Examiner, 

Skilled Engineer

Roles and flexible working considerations

Considerations for selecting roles and flexible working patterns for 
the pilot



Roles agreed – the data to support

Pilot Roles Population Recruitment
(Mar18-Mar19)

Working Pattern

M F M F FT PT

Conductor 76% 24% 76% 24% 97% 3%

Ticket Examiner 68% 32% 75% 25% 78% 22%

Engineer (Skilled) 99.5% 0.5% 91% 9% 100% 0%

In pilot role areas –
• Considerably more male than female employees
• Comparatively large populations so can make an impact, especially Conductors
• Recruitment over last year perpetuates gender imbalance
• Very few part-time employees but there is a precedent in Ticket Examiner role
• There is however a greater internal demand for part-time hours eg in just one 

area 2016-2018 there were 22 part-time working requests from Conductors.  
Only 5 successfully accepted for long term part-time.  



Criteria for Selecting Roles

• Low take up of part-time 

working / demand for part-time 

working

• Reasonable recruitment 

activity within time period (c 30 

roles) 

• Positive impact on 

employee/candidate 

population 

• Conductor, Ticket Examiner, 

Skilled Engineer

Criteria for Flexible Working
• Precedent that exists and works 

well but not formally offered for 
new roles 

• Flexible working option exists in 
our policy

• Works within existing diagrams 
and rosters

• Positive (or neutral) effect on 
existing workforce

• Clear benefits for women and 
older workers 

• Attractive for both internal 
employees and external 
candidates

Roles and flexible working considerations

Considerations for selecting roles and flexible working patterns for 
the pilot



Feasible flexible working patterns and 

those agreed

Conductor/
Ticket Examiner

Job-Share

• One role in standard 
roster carried out by two 
people

• Normal roster/shift 
pattern/working hours

• Each person works 2 
days a week out of 4 but 

• Flexibility required in 
days and shifts 
according to timetable

• Holidays shared by 2 
people equally, taken at 
the same time

Skilled Engineer
Job-Share

• One role in standard 
roster carried out by two 
people

• Normal roster/shift 
pattern/working hours

• Each person works 
either 2 or 3 days a week 
out of 5 but

• Flexibility required in 
days and shifts 
according to timetable

• Holidays shared by 2 
people equally, taken at 
the same time

Role Mapper Nature of the Job 
Assessment. 

Flexible working patterns 
identified as feasible -

Reduced Time – hours, 
days, weeks, months 

Job Share

Remote Working

Flexible Hours



Existing job shares - improved metrics

Reported absences from all existing 
job shares reduced considerably 

when moved from FT

One colleague reduced absence 
from 122 days to just 4 and one 
colleague reduced from 42 to 0

No late on duty or customer 
complaints for job share colleagues



For each pilot role 

 

Conductor 

Part-time as part of a Job Share/Full-time 

 
Do you thrive on taking responsibility and making decisions? 

Are you passionate about making life easier for customers? 

 
 
Join our Railway Transformation  

Everything we do begins with our customer.  We genuinely care about people.  

That’s why there’s never been a more exciting time to join the railway. We’re 

transforming Scotland’s railway while running over 2,400 services every single day. 

We are looking for people who are up for a challenge and can deliver the best 

service for our customers. 

 
Step up to this critical role 

As a Conductor you will play a key front-line role at the heart of our railway, ensuring 

our customers travel where they want to go safely, with the right tickets and 

experience the very best service every mile of their journey.   

 
As a Conductor you will be responsible for: 

• Carrying out all the required operational tasks to keep customers safe on 

their journeys with us  

• Providing exceptional service to support a range of customers with different 

needs and requests  

• Ensuring all customers travel with the right tickets to get them to where they 

want to go 

 
Fuel your passion for looking after customers 

To be successful in this role you will:  

• Thrive on taking responsibility and making decisions, often under pressure in 

challenging and sometimes emergency situations 

• Be a people person, who can create a good customer experience, supporting 

and managing all kinds of customers with different needs 

• Be a naturally strong communicator who connects with everyone 

• Love solving problems and thinking on your feet, it’s the little details that 

matter and make our customers feel good 

• Be comfortable working with strict rules and regulations to keep everyone 

safe 

 
Due to the nature of the post and rail industry safety requirements there are certain 

medical and fitness standards that you would be required to meet if successful. 

 
Work in a way that works for you   

We like to treat people equally. We recognise that everyone is different and that the 

way in which people want to work and deliver their best is different for everyone.  

For the Conductor role, we can therefore offer the following working patterns:  

 

 

Candidate Name 
 

Interviewer 1  
 

Date  

 

Interviewer 2  
 

Time  

 

Role Applied for  
 

 
Introduction 

• Welcome the Candidate to the Interview and congratulate them for getting to this stage 

• Introduce all parties 

• Explain that the format of the interview will be focussed on situational type questions 

Knowledge of the Role and the Organisation  

1) We’d like to know about any previous work experience that you think is relevant to this role 

as well as what your current (or most recent) role. 

• What previous work experience do you have that you think is relevant to this role? 

• What is your current role? (or if not working – What was your most recent role?) 

 

2) What attracts you to the role of a Conductor?  

 

3) ScotRail is focussed on Building the Best Railway Scotland’s ever had. Can you tell me what 

you know about ScotRail and what research have you done prior to coming to your 

interview today?  

 

 

 

Knowledge of the Role and the Organisation Rating: 

Negative Indicators – please tick   

Positive Indicators  

 

No or limited understanding of the role of 

a Conductor 

 

Demonstrates a good understanding of 

the role of a Conductor 

 

Reasons / motivation for wanting to be a 

Conductor unclear  

 

Has clear reasons for wanting to be a 

Conductor  

 

No or limited knowledge of 

ScotRail/Abellio  

 

Demonstrates a good understanding of 

ScotRail/Abellio 

 

Little or no research completed before the 

interview 

 

Good research conducted prior to the 

interview 

 

Short answers (lacking information) given 

to most or all questions  

 
Full answers given to all questions  

 

Rating 

1 

2 

3 

4 

 

 

ScotRail – Conductor 

 

1. Job Details 

Job Title 

Conductor   

Job # 
 

Business Function 
Operations 

Grade 
 

Department 

 

Location 
 

Manager Name 
 

HR Contact 
 

 

2. Job Purpose 

To provide an operationally safe environment, delivering an exceptional level of service to our 

customers while ensuring they all travel with the appropriate, valid tickets. 

As a conductor you will play a key front-line role at the heart of our railway, ensuring our customers 

travel where they want to go safely, with valid tickets and experience the very best service every 

mile of their journey.   

 

 

3. Responsibilities  

Responsibilities 

Activities 

To carry out all required operational and 

safety responsibilities on train 

 

• Carry out operational responsibilities to the competence standard 

specified for a Conductor, as defined in Clause 4.2 of restructuring 

document 

• Aim for maximum punctuality of service ensuring right time departures and 

keeping delays to a minimum 

• Open and close doors 

• Protect the train and the lines in an emergency 

• Liaise with signalling and operations control to gain information on disruptions, 

line problems 

• Assist the driver with emergency procedures  

• Check trains at terminating stations to ensure no passengers, or property, have 

been left behind 

• Perform coupling/uncoupling of engine and coaches during emergencies 

• Carry out train route working specifications, (details of duties / procedures 

required whilst working a train on a specific route), as required  

• Have in-depth knowledge of the operational rule book 

• Have in-depth knowledge of the relevant routes 

To deliver exceptional customer service 

to our customers 

 

• Carry out customer service responsibilities to the competence standards 

specified for a Conductor, as defined in Clause 4.2 of restructuring document 

• Patrol the train and provide information and assistance 

• Communicate customer safety and journey information via regular public 

address announcements 

• Help passengers joining and alighting particularly disabled and mobility 

restricted customers, elderly and those with luggage or children, including use 

of portable ramps 

• Provide customer information proactively– train times, destination 

information, ticket options, assistance 

• Take reactive responses to assist customers during times of disruption, 

overcrowding etc. Including use of pagers and mobile phones, when required 

• Ensure high standard of on train environment throughout and take remedial 

actions to rectify shortcomings, including litter removal at agreed locations (as 

per APPENDIX 'D') 

To ensure all customers travel with valid 

and appropriate tickets 

 

• Examine and issue tickets as appropriate  

• Deal with travel irregularities and issue excess fares. 

• Issue the appropriate ticket for an individual customer’s situation  



• Internal and 
external candidates 
see same job ad and 
to be treated the 
same way

• Hiring managers to 
receive interview 
training including 
focus on inclusion 

December – January 2019

Recruitment Process 
Changes

• New assessment 
template linked 
directly to inclusive 
job design, 
removing 
subjectivity 

• Standardised 
process for internal 
and external 
candidates

Flexible & 
Inclusive Job 
Assessment

• Internal launch of 
pilot including 
flexible working 
stories

• Internal Q&A and 
guidance notes for 
for employees, 
managers and 
hiring managers 

Internal 
Communication

• Promote roles 
externally via 
social media 
channels as well as 
on website

External 
Communication

Changes made to recruitment process and 
communications 



Successful outcomes

• 3 pilot job roles with flexible, 
inclusive and standardised job 
design, job ads and assessments 
ready for recruitment

• Breakdown of perceived barriers to 
job share with key stakeholders 
involved so roles can work 

• A number of internal job share 
requests approved during pilot

• Stories collected of successful 
flexible working

• Locations identified for Conductor 
recruitment campaign 

Planned next steps

• Launch internal and external 

recruitment campaign for 

Conductors in chosen locations 

with job share option

• All hiring managers involved in 

pilot to receive new interview skills 

training

• Next skilled engineer role 

available to be offered with job 

share option

Successful outcomes and planned next steps



Project Learnings…

✓ Work within existing structures to move forward quickly

✓ While identifying and highlighting  the structural changes required to 
deliver future best practice

✓ Build principles to help make choices

✓ Look for successful precedent

✓ Look for latent demand

✓ It is then easier than you think to create flexible and more inclusive 
roles

✓ Look for the good stories

✓ Engage widely – project team

✓ Understand wider stakeholders – unions

✓ Be patient.. wait for the right window

✓ Prepare for the unpredictable



Q & A 

Neil, Sara & Lucy



Actions to take away

Sara & Lucy



Thanks
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